Original US Constitution Doomed
For Failure

Providence or Voting

NOSTREDAME: You can see from the Bill Gates example what two options, Providence or voting, you have
as seen from the days of the Golden Age and the most superior days of the crystal cities and the Golden Age
of Jesus Christ as emperor on Atlantis. The two options are that you either listen and pay your attention to
“Elohim” or you resort to voting.
The first US Constitution is doomed for failure, give it up!
You cannot continue to vote and hope to arrive at the superior leadership you see in one such as the
current Military Law Council to listen to Elohim and the Archaei Mary.
MOTHER MARY: You cannot find that superior leadership as was with the Emperor Jesus Christ on
Atlantis.
George Washington: The voting is detrimental to a nation under Providence. As you know, I prayed
throughout my period with the American Revolutionary War and it was through the divine assistance that I
even won the War! And that you would write into your Constitution “voting” instead of listening to
“Providence” is a sure-fire way to blanket destruction of the United States which I had founded under the
guidance of the Karmic Board or the Backdirect Board. Give up your Thomas Jefferson voting! Go to the
way of the Holy Spirit.
Did I not know Thomas Paine? Yes I did. He was an opportunist then also. Thus you see, it is by
voting that you are sure to lose this nation. As this is one not to act on God conscience but who has the
greatest force of power. He was given a chalet in Europe and he would go forward to betray this nation after
seeing the missiles in the Yucatan directed at Washington D.C.

NOSTREDAME: The French had this as their raison d’etre before the Reign of Terror. Napoleon had
to ask the religious people what is the Will of God as he himself was not so adept at this as he himself
practiced a military conquering in his ruling.
GOD HELIOS: Neither a military conquest or a voting methodology will do. You can see from the Bill Gates
example that had he not followed Elohim Astrea’s instruction to create the beautiful gardens it would not
have been created. As Czar Peter the Great, he built St. Petersburg. It would not have been created. The
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superior navy he raised up would not have come to pass. Thus you understand that the Emperor on Atlantis
who had been Jesus Christ himself was one who listening to the Holy Spirit.
MOTHER MARY: Superior leadership was not built by an ego and a selfish
spirit.
GOD SHIVA: It is where “the rubber hits the road” that their decisions are
based on this God Reality. And when Elohim says that the waters from the
rivers, from the Columbia River, from the Sacramento River are not to run out
to the ocean, it is that they see the perspective of Elohim.
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Photos of the Media Room.
For Bill Gates to create at his science museum.
From Elohim Astrea as he would be
retiring with his retired engineers.
With a back entrance into the science museum.
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